In the near future, three astronauts
endeavor to complete a journey of
unprecedented ambition. Though
they may leave Earth behind, they
will soon discover that the past is
not as easy to escape...

“Tin Can represents the future of movies –
a sci-fi story shot for no money, but with
passion and ingenuity in a Vermont barn.”

- HAWK OSTBY, Academy Award nominated
screenwriter (Cowboys and Aliens, Iron Man,
Children of Men)
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT & BIO
T

his film was a true love of mine before I read it. When I put the pages down and dried my eyes after my first read of the script, I knew that Tin Can was meant to be my first
feature. It had all the elements of what truly interest me.

Science Fiction is not often taken very seriously as a genre. Too much can be lost in the focus on special effects, that the story is left to flounder. Believing that the characters
themselves are most enthralling in the art of storytelling, not the set nor the complexity of gadgets, we met the challenge of a self-funded budget by collecting junk. There is
great pride in the Cercopes set. The colorful, glowing art piece that is based in current scientific theory on long distance space travel was built in a one-car garage!
While the fascinating science behind the mechanics of the ship and the theories on terraforming Mars are discussed, the focus of the story remains sharply on the human element. What is it like to be in a confined space for an extremely long time? What if you cannot stand the people you are with? What if something goes wrong? What if everything
goes wrong? What if you have to remember someone you’ve loved and lost, who begged you not to go?
As an actor, I had certain ideas about what a director was and could be, and even about what the most idyllic acting experience might be: somewhere you could feel that was
real. This came into play enormously when planning the set of the ship. So that our production technology was least apparent to the actors, recording access was limited to be
through vents that would naturally be on the ship. The idea was to add to the visual feeling that they were being watched. It is a very subtle element of how the film was shot but
I feel it adds great weight to the end result.
I’ve always liked stories that took me a while to figure out. Wanting to watch a film a second time is the best compliment a viewer can give, so the answers to questions have to
be vague, and hinted at, in order to draw the audience back. “But, when did she know?” “Did he live?” These are wonderful questions to leave your audience with and have been
a goal of the piece that I hope carries through to the end result.
The most enjoyable aspect of filmmaking to me is the collaborative one, especially in an independent situation where people can wear as many hats as they want. So many of
the ideas that were presented on set made it into the film. I’ve been the luckiest of directors in this experience, with an ideal team whose passion has brought more than I ever
expected to this project and whose dedication makes it obvious on the screen.

Logan Howe

After completing a double major in acting and film production at Emerson College and settling with her beloved family in Vermont, Logan has been acting in
local stage and film productions for the past decade. She recently worked with local playwright Stephen Goldberg in “Sunspot: The Crime of the Need To Be
Right“ and “The Truth Has No Heart” and is active in making independent films, such as the experimental short, “The Smell of Who She Is” and the features,
“Strangers in the Night,” “Finding Providence,” “What Light Remains,” and “The Cthulhu Chronicles.” Logan has filled such roles as art director and assistant
director on set. “Tin Can” marks her directorial debut, an effort which quickly spawned the fledgling company Intrinsic Films.

SHORT FORM SYNOPSIS

W

hat is it like to be in a confined space for an extremely long time? With people that drive you crazy? What if something
goes wrong? What if everything goes wrong? What if you have to remember someone, that you have loved and lost,
begging you not to go?
Three astronauts - PETER BENNETT (Stephen J. Maas), MARK RILEY (Eric Clifford) and ALAN KENNETH (Jayson Argento)
have fallen into a routine aboard their spacecraft. Their clashing personalities begin to reveal themselves and before
long, things aboard the ship start to go very wrong. Communications with ground control officer BEN WARNER (Sterling
Hardy) end up being fruitless and they are left stranded. Things have turned out much differently than expected when they
appeared on ‘Late Night Saturday’ with TIM KAVANAGH (Himself) to discuss their monumental journey.
As time passes, Bennett gets trapped in his bunk and is tormented by memories of his former lover, MARTY SCHROEDER
(Logan Howe) who pleaded with him not to go. Riley and Kenneth find themselves helpless as they struggle to come to
terms with their failed mission and their imminent deaths. Their incompatibility flares to a level of life threatening proportions and suddenly, when things can’t get any worse, their reality falls apart and a secret is revealed that changes
everything.

LONG FORM SYNOPSIS
space for an extremely long time? With people that drive you crazy? What if something goes wrong? What if everything goes wrong? What if you have to remember someone, that
Whatyou ishaveit likelovedto beandinlost,a confined
begging you not to go?
Having trained for many, many months, three astronauts journey on the first crewed mission to the planet Mars. They leave Earth behind aboard a new kind of spacecraft that simulates gravity through centrifugal force,
designed for long distance space travel. PETER BENNETT (Stephen J. Maas), MARK RILEY (Eric Clifford) and ALAN KENNETH (Jayson Argento) have established a daily routine that features exercise, delayed video messaging
with Earth and frequent, strained conversation with one another. Kenneth loyally attends to his biology station and eagerly theorizes about terraforming Mars when given opportunity. Riley occupies himself with music,
his workouts and submits to chess matches with Kenneth for the opportunity to goad him. Bennett does his best to maintain order aboard the ship and perpetuate communications with Mission Director BEN WARNER
(Sterling Hardy), while fleeting visions of his former lover MARTY SCHROEDER (Logan Howe) creep into his quiet moments.
As the days of the mission wear on, technical malfunctions begin to surface aboard the spacecraft Cercopes. When a solar flare arises, the crew must take refuge in their radiation-shielded bunks. Unforeseen damage
from the storm wreaks havoc on many of the ships systems. Most of the ship’s interface screens cease functioning and Kenneth’s biology experiment is left vulnerable to radiation damage. The communications device
breaks down and their situation becomes even more dire. As Kenneth works on jury-rigging a radio to circumvent the problem, Riley discovers that the ship is also now off course. When the radio finally does produce
results, in the form of a static-filled message from Earth, it warns of more solar radiation and then sparks a fire. The control system automatically locks itself down, sealing off the burn to prevent catastrophic failure,
and the astronauts are forced to return to their shielded bunks. Things have turned out much differently than expected when they appeared on Late Night Saturday with TIM KAVANAGH (Himself) to discuss their monumental
journey.
Facing dwindling food supplies, the astronauts decide to leave their bunk shelters after a week, hoping that the solar flare has subsided. Kenneth and Riley emerge, stiff and ragged, but Bennett’s bunk door does not open.
The crew discovers that the control console has been reduced to a heap of ash on its inside and, worse, that Bennett’s door cannot be opened by any means. Kenneth and Riley devise a method for delivering food to Bennett by re-routing the urinal tubing system. They decide to use Kenneth’s now defunct experiment station as waste storage for themselves, since they must completely deactivate their own urinal to keep Bennett alive.
Time passes and outside Bennett’s bunk, the ship’s environment has become grimy and strangely alien, covered in an odd-looking mold-like substance. Riley has become distant, obsessed with personal hygiene, and
absentmindedly talks to himself. Kenneth’s mind remains sharp, but his aggravation with Riley has grown to an almost uncontrollable intensity. The two finally clash when Riley demands that Kenneth shave his head,
brutally forces him to the ground and savagely runs the laser-powered razor device over Kenneth’s head while choking him with a cable. Riley releases Kenneth before there is lasting injury, but the psychological damage
is done. Kenneth scampers to one end of the ship in retreat while Riley cowers at the other, crying quietly to himself.
Alone in a coffin-shaped prison, Bennett’s mind is deteriorating. Bennett’s visions of his past reveal more of the guilt that harries him. Marty is visited by a mysterious AGENT (Michael Manion), who imparts obscured
information about the astronauts’ plight and is eerily dodgy of her questioning. Bennett’s past with Marty is one of conflicting visions, of idyllic happiness clashing with intense pain. He is riddled with guilt about her
ultimate fate after she pleaded with him to stay. He seems to try to communicate with Marty inside his visions. We learn that Marty was driven to such anguish that she ultimately swallowed a bottle of pills and removed
herself from Bennett’s life. Bennett struggles to find his foundation through his memories of Marty, but the fight is difficult. He thrashes while his consciousness degrades into a mesh of his present and past. Marty
learns from the Agent that the mission is an experiment of some kind. Upset at learning that Bennett is not actually going into space, Marty pleads with the shadowy man to tell her why he is doing this. He is unnervingly
unaffected by her distress.
On the ship, Kenneth notices that Bennett’s life-signs from the bunk have changed, and yells at Riley to help him investigate. Riley doesn’t respond. Kenneth begins to kick and punch Riley and picks up the device that
Riley used to choke him. He strikes him on the head. He stands and backs away, shocked at what he has done and drops the bloody device. Suddenly an intensely bright light illuminates his soiled face and the spaceship
hatch is removed.
A van drives up to an isolated warehouse and the Agent directs armed guards to load Kenneth and Riley into the back. The van drives away into the night. The Agent pays off Tim Kavanagh behind the scenes for his part
in the conspiracy. In a recording studio where the simulated communication broadcasts were created, the Agent reminds Mission Director Ben Warner that it is not in his best interest to reveal what has been done.
One year later, we see Bennett where he is kept at a country retreat. Ben Warner visits him, reading to him as the sun sets. Trapped within himself, Bennett relives one of his most precious memories with Marty. They
read a Ray Bradbury story to one another about a dying starship captain and are together, at peace, at last.

THE CAST
STEPHEN J. MAAS as Peter Bennett
Raised in Vermont’s Northeast Kingdom, Stephen J. Maas is an accomplished linguist, musician and businessman and has
experience in a wide range of creative disciplines and entrepreneurial endeavors. He has written numerous short-length
screenplays as well as two features, including Tin Can. He has worked on several independent features, both in front of
and behind the camera. The character of Peter Bennett is his first starring role.

LOGAN HOWE as Marty Schroeder
A graduate in acting and film production from Emerson College, Logan has been acting in local stage and film productions for the past decade. She recently worked with playwright Stephen Goldberg in Sunspot: The Crime of the Need To
Be Right and The Truth Has No Heart. Her indie film work includes the experimental short, The Smell of Who She Is and
the features Strangers in the Night, Finding Providence, What Light Remains and The Cthulhu Chronicles. Logan has filled
such roles as art director and assistant director on set. Tin Can is her feature-length directorial debut.

ERIC CLIFFORD as Mark Riley
Eric has had experience working as a director, director of photography, producer, editor, audio engineer and camera
operator for broadcast television, touring musician, studio musician, composer and actor. Eric has worked in reforestation projects in India, monitored endangered shore birds in Long Island and studied with Tich Nat Hanh in France. His
projects for the Vermont Housing and Conservation Board have been featured in print and broadcast television. The
character of Mark Riley is his first starring role.

JAYSON ARGENTO as Alan Kenneth
Jayson’s professional film pursuits began in 1998 as a featured extra in Edgewood Studios’ Moving Targets. In 2000, he
worked with director Robert Zemeckis and actors Harrison Ford and Michelle Pfeiffer on the suspense thriller What Lies
Beneath. Argento has studied film acting with Jock MacDonald at Carter Thor Studios East and received SAG eligibility
for his role in Alan Jacobs’ American Gun (2001), working alongside James Coburn and Virginia Madsen.

TIM KAVANAGH as Himself
Tim is the owner of SAMSON Productions, creator of the award winning show Late Night Saturday, which ran for over three
years and received numerous international Telly Awards. Tim and SAMSON Productions were key in winning the right to host
the world premiere of The Simpsons Movie in Springfield, Vermont. Other film works include roles in Sweetwater with James
Caan, Louis Gossett Jr., and Smokey Robinson and Laura & Sal with Luis Guzman, as well as numerous indie features. Tim can
be seen every Thursday morning on CBS affiliate WCAX-TV News as a film critic on the Movies in the Morning segment and
heard on Wednesday mornings on STAR 92.9 presenting the weekly Community STAR award.

MICHAEL MANION as Agent
STERLING HARDY as Ben Warner
KAREN FOSTER as Ellie McKinsey
SAMANTHA LITTLE as Waitress
Background Performers
Jerry Wood
James Pallack
Jon Stebbins
Michael Foster
Barb Pendl Bryan Moreau
Jon Trumpka
June & Ziu

THE CREW
LOGAN HOWE

Director
Art Director
Production Designer
Set Designer
Hair & Makeup Designer
Special Effects Makeup Designer
Costume Designer
Locations Manager
Carpenter
Camera Operator
Lighting Designer
Assistant Editor
Adr Alignment

STEPHEN J. MAAS

Writer
Editor
Music Supervisor
Composer
Producer
Technical Director
Assistant Director
Production Designer
Assistant Set Designer
Visual Effects Supervisor
Special Visual Effects
Construction Supervisor
Locations Manager
Graphic Artist
Camera Operator
Lighting Designer
Foley Artist

ERIC CLIFFORD

MICHAEL FOSTER

BARB PENDL

TIM KAVANAGH

GIOVANNA CONTINI

FELIX GREVENBROCK

KAREN FOSTER

SARAH MAAS

MICHAEL FISHER

Co-Producer
Foley Artist
Camera Operator
Carpenter
Set Decorator
Assistant Technical Director
Assistant Director of Photography
Composer
Director of Photography
Camera Operator
Lighting Designer
Additional Camera
Camera Operator
Production Assistant
Set Decorator
Craft Services

JAMES PALLACK

JOSEPH SHELLEY

JESS HOADLEY

JERRY WOOD

Associate Producer
Production Assistant

Production Coordinator
Set Decorator
Carpenter
Craft Services
Locations Manager

JIM MAAS

CECILE GELINEAU, R.N.

JONATHAN M. STEBBINS

Production Sound Assistant
Camera Operator
Set Decorator
Production Assistant
Associate Producer
Carpenter

Camera Operator
Production Sound Mixer

Medical Consultant

Legal Advisor

Sound Designer
Production Sound Mixer
Post-Production Sound Supervisor
Foley Artist
Electrical Supervisor
Boom Operator
Camera Operator
Set Decorator
Executive Producer
Publicist
Locations Manager

Associate Producer
Set Decorator
Carpenter
Locations Manager

Associate Producer
Assistant Costume Designer
Sound Assistant
Craft Services

Camera Operator

PRODUCTION NOTES
The set of the spacecraft featured in Tin Can was constructed over a period of 10 months in a one-car garage
in Vermont. Because the filmmakers were extremely limited in their available resources, they looked to find
alternative materials to reuse and modify as set elements. Director Logan Howe and Producer Stephen
J. Maas combed salvage yards, second-hand stores, garage sales and "Free Stuff" piles on the side of the
road to locate the materials they needed to make the set come alive in a realistic fashion. Maas scored a
large load of discarded electronic devices from a radio station that was updating its equipment and kept the
materials stacked in his garage for more than a year in anticipation of building the set.
The mission design in Tin Can is an extrapolation based on the "Mars Direct" plan,
a viable mission design for traveling to Mars in real life conceived by Robert Zubrin
and adopted by NASA as a "design reference mission." The plan is detailed in Zubrin's
book, "The Case for Mars."
The spacecraft set included:
2 car batteries
3 digital photo frames
3 functioning computers
4 LCD monitor screens
5 independently wired lighting systems
10 custom-built mics hidden in the walls
10 animatronic elements

The fictional ventilation system shown in the film was actually functional for a large
part of production; it was the outlet of an air-conditioner that was built into the set in
order to help combat the heat during the summer months. Most of the scenes in the
astronauts’ bunks had to be filmed in the summer, and the enclosed capsules were
almost unbearably hot.
When filming in the uninsulated garage extended into the Vermont winter, the production team placed a number of space heaters inside the set to help combat the fierce
cold. In many scenes, the actors are wearing layers of thermal underwear under
their suits. During shooting of one of the scenes featuring a shirtless Eric Clifford
(“Mark Riley”), temperatures were about 35 degrees.

Director/Set Designer Logan
Howe created a 3-D computer
model of her design for the
spacecraft, which was used as
a blueprint for set construction
(note image on laptop).

PRODUCTION PHOTOS

PRODUCTION COMPANY

ERIC CLIFFORD MICHAEL FOSTER LOGAN HOWE TIM KAVANAGH STEPHEN J. MAAS
93 RED CLOVER WAY
MILTON, VT 05468
USA
CONTACT @ INTRINSIC-FILMS.COM
WWW.INTRINSIC-FILMS.COM
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“PRYING OPEN TIN CAN” by John S. Walters, writer							

August 3, 2011 http://www.johnswalters.com/

If you were going to make a low-budget movie, you might not think of science fiction as the most promising genre. But Stephen Maas saw it another way: “I was interested in telling a story that took place in as few locations as
possible, because we had no money.” So, how about the interior of a spaceship? And a story that focuses on the human hardships of a mission gone badly wrong? Well, that’s Tin Can, a full-length film made by a small group of
Vermonters. And despite its minuscule budget, Tin Canis a compelling story that’s very well told.
Maas is the lead player in the movie and in its creation. He’s listed in the credits as… let’s see now… actor, writer, editor, music supervisor, composer, producer, technical director, assistant director, production designer, assistant set designer, visual effects supervisor, special visual effects, construction supervisor, locations manager, graphic artist, camera operator, lighting designer, and foley artist.
Somehow, he missed “key grip.”
Oh, one other thing: The movie’s primary set was built inside his one-car garage. “Actually, the first thing you told me was that you were building a spaceship in your garage,” said Logan Howe, who joined the project after that
intriguing intro. (Well, “joined” is a mild word for her involvement; she was the film’s director, set designer, art director, carpenter, and one of the actors, among many other things.) “Yeah,” replied Maas, “that was the hook to
get people to help for no money — ‘Dude, there’s a spaceship in my garage!’”
I got to meet Maas and Howe in late June, when I was guest hosting The Mark Johnson Show on Radio Vermont/WDEV. (The quotes in this post are taken from that interview.) In preparing for the interview, I got to see a movie
that hasn’t officially been released. Yet. And it was a captivating watch. Tin Can follows three men who set off on a two-year-long mission to Mars. After many months in their small craft, they begin to show signs of strain. Then
come a series of equipment failures and accidents that put their survival (and their sanity) at risk. Finally, there are questions about the nature of their mission and what, exactly, is really going on.
The premise of Tin Can is based on real science — in particular, aerospace engineer Robert Zubrin’s proposal for a (relatively) low-cost, simple manned mission to Mars. “This is a real mission design,” said Maas. “We could do
it tomorrow.”
The film’s intensity is greatly enhanced by Howe’s set design — a masterpiece of minimalism. She called the design “a spectactular challenge that I pored over for two weeks.” The cramped quarters reinforce the isolation of
the voyagers — and the dangers they face when things go wrong. “I’d envisioned the set in pieces like a conventional one,” said Maas. “But Logan insisted on making it a real space that was completely enclosed.”
Good call.
Tin Can isn’t always an easy film to watch; its emotional intensity is downright scary at times. What I hadn’t realized, until the interview, is how much of that intensity was all too real. At one point, the astronauts are forced to
take refuge in their bunks — small, completely enclosed “pods.” When it’s time to come out, Maas’ character (mission commander Peter Bennett) is trapped in his bunk. Try as they might, his crewmates can’t get the door open.
Bennett is imprisoned in that tiny space for months and months. Eventually, he goes insane; in a particularly harrowing scene, Bennett rages at his crewmates and begs them to release him.
“I’m claustrophobic in real life,” said Maas. “It’s one of my worst fears. I’m 6 foot, four inches tall; the bunk was only seven feet.”
So he had to control his real-life terror while at the same time, exploiting it for the sake of the movie. “That was one of the most stressful days on the set,” said Howe. “I hated putting him in that position. I think we even had a
‘safe word’ if he had had enough.” That’s real commitment. And it shows in the final product, a remarkable piece of work by a team of very talented people.
As of this writing, there are no scheduled showings of Tin Can. The next move is to send it to potential distributors and submit it to film festivals; many of them will not consider a movie that’s already been shown publicly. “We
will show it eventually,” said Maas. “One way or another, we will insist on showing it locally. We’re hoping a distributor will do so, but we’ll do it ourselves if necessary.”
I’d advise you to be on the lookout for Tin Can. I’d like to see it again myself, this time on the big screen of a theater instead of a TV set at home. I imagine the intensity would only be that much greater.
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